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Research Question

How culturally specific is metonymy?
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吴娃越艳， 郑婉秦妍。

《采莲赋》（唐）王勃

Beautiful women in the State of Wu and pretty in the State of Yue; 

graceful in the State of Zheng and beautiful in the State of Qin.

Ballad for Lotus Picking, by Wang Bo, Tang Dynasty 

How culturally specific is metonymy?
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Research Question

吴娃越艳， 郑婉秦妍。

《采莲赋》（唐）王勃

Beautiful women in the State of Wu and pretty in the State of Yue; 

graceful in the State of Zheng and beautiful in the State of Qin.

Ballad for Lotus Picking, by Wang Bo, Tang Dynasty 

→ Beautiful women in the State of Wu and beautiful women in the 

State of Yue; beautiful women in the State of Zheng and beautiful 

women in the State of Qin.

How culturally specific is metonymy?
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尊有緑蚁，座有红裙，与你痛饮一回何如？

《金莲记·湖赏》（明）陈汝元

There is good liquor in the drinking vessels and red dresses on the 

seats. How about drinking deep now? 

On the Golden Lotus, by Chen Ruyuan, Ming Dynasty 
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尊有緑蚁，座有红裙，与你痛饮一回何如？

《金莲记·湖赏》（明）陈汝元

There is good liquor in the drinking vessels and red dresses on the 

seats. How about drinking deep now? 

On the Golden Lotus, by Chen Ruyuan, Ming Dynasty 

→ There is good liquor in the drinking vessels and beautiful women on 

the seats. How about drinking deep now? 

How culturally specific is metonymy?

CLAVIER, Nov.2009
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算从来、司空惯，断肠初对云鬟。

《绿头鸭》 （宋）晁补之

Through the ages, it has been commonplace  that a desperate lover 

meets a cloud-like hairdo for the first time.

A Green-head Duck, by Chao Buzhi, Song Dynasty

How culturally specific is metonymy?
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算从来、司空惯，断肠初对云鬟。

《绿头鸭》 （宋）晁补之

Through the ages, it has been commonplace  that a desperate lover 

meets a cloud-like hairdo for the first time.

A Green-head Duck, by Chao Buzhi, Song Dynasty

→ Through the ages, it has been commonplace  that a desperate 

lover meets a beautiful woman for the first time.

How culturally specific is metonymy?
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Research Question

倾城今始见，倾国昔曾闻。

《南苑逢美人》 （南朝 ）何思澄

I have met overthrowing a city today for the first time, but I heard about 

overthrowing a state in the past.

Meet a Beautiful Woman in the Southern Garden, by He Sicheng, 

Southern Dynasty

How culturally specific is metonymy?
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Research Question

倾城今始见，倾国昔曾闻。

《南苑逢美人》 （南朝 ）何思澄

I have met overthrowing a city today for the first time, but I heard about 

overthrowing a state in the past.

Meet a Beautiful Woman in the Southern Garden, by He Sicheng, 

Southern Dynasty

→ I have met a beautiful woman today for the first time, but I heard 

about beautiful women in the past.

(“There is a beautiful woman in the north; she is beautiful enough to cause the 

fall of a city or a state when she glances back.”

The History of the Han Dynasty, by Ban Gu, Eastern Han Dynasty)

How culturally specific is metonymy?
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自古有秀色， 西施与东邻。
《效古》（唐）李白

There have been beauties since ancient times, such as Xi Shi and eastern 

neighborhood. 

Follow the Ancient Times, by Li Bai, Tang Dynasty

How culturally specific is metonymy?
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自古有秀色， 西施与东邻。
《效古》（唐）李白

There have been beauties since ancient times, such as Xi Shi and eastern 

neighborhood. 

Follow the Ancient Times, by Li Bai, Tang Dynasty

→ There have been beauties since ancient times, such as Xi Shi and the 

beautiful woman.

(“The most beautiful woman in the world lives in the State of Chu; the most 

beautiful woman in the State of Chu lives in my hometown; the most beautiful 

woman in my hometown lives in my eastern neighborhood.”

Essay on Dengtuzi’s Lust, by Song Yu, Warring States Period)

How culturally specific is metonymy?

CLAVIER, Nov.2009
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pretty, graceful, beautiful

red dresses

a cloud-like hairdo 

overthrow a city

overthrow a state

eastern neighborhood

“beautiful woman”

RQ: What patterns of metonymy do we find in Chinese, 

and to what extent are they culturally specific?
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Theoretical background

Metonymy in Cognitive Linguistics

- What is metonymy?

- What are “metonymic patterns”?
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Theoretical background

Metonymy in Cognitive Linguistics

- What is metonymy?

a cognitive process (Radden&Kövecses 1999; Peirsman&Geeraerts

2006;Panther&Thornburg 2008;etc.)

Source concept                                      Target concept

Contiguous relationship

mental access
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Theoretical background

Metonymy in Cognitive Linguistics

- What are “metonymic patterns”?

mental access                     

Source concept Target concept

Contiguous relationship 
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Theoretical background

Metonymy in Cognitive Linguistics

- What are “metonymic patterns”?

mental access                     

Container Contained

Containing relationship

→Container for Contained
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Theoretical background

Metonymy in Cognitive Linguistics

- What are “metonymic patterns”?

mental access                     

Entity A          Entity B

Adjacent relationship

→Entity for Adjacent Entity
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Theoretical background

Metonymy in Cognitive Linguistics

- What are “metonymic patterns”?

High-level metonymic patterns vs. low-level metonymic patterns 
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Theoretical background

Metonymy in Cognitive Linguistics

- What are “metonymic patterns”?

High-level metonymic patterns vs. low-level metonymic patterns

Material for Object      Attributes for Entity     Part for Whole …

Traditional mechanisms 

(cf. Peirsman & Geeraerts 2006)
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Theoretical background

Metonymy in Cognitive Linguistics

- What are “metonymic patterns”?

High-level metonymic patterns vs. low-level metonymic patterns

Attributes for Entity

Size for 

Thing

Color for 

Thing 

Physical 

Property for 

People

Non-physical 

Property for 

People

…
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Theoretical background

Hierarchy of “metonymic patterns”

Part for Whole
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Theoretical background

Hierarchy of “metonymic patterns”

Part for Whole

Parts of Artifact 

for Artifact

Parts of Living Creature 

for Living Creature
…
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Theoretical background

Hierarchy of “metonymic patterns”

Parts of Animal 

for Animal

Parts of Boat 

for Boat

Parts of Carriage 

for Carriage

Body Parts 

for People

Part for Whole

…

Parts of Artifact 

for Artifact

Parts of Living Creature 

for Living Creature
…

…
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Theoretical background

Hierarchy of “metonymic patterns”

Parts of Animal 

for Animal

Parts of Boat 

for Boat

Parts of Carriage 

for Carriage

Body Parts 

for People

Part for Whole

…

Parts of Artifact 

for Artifact

Parts of Living Creature 

for Living Creature
…

…
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Theoretical background

Hierarchy of “metonymic patterns”

Parts of Animal 

for Animal

Parts of Boat 

for Boat

Parts of Carriage 

for Carriage

Body Parts 

for People

Part for Whole

…

Parts of Artifact 

for Artifact

Parts of Living Creature 

for Living Creature
…

…

Mouth for 

People

Bone for 

People
…

yuan-gu

grudge-bone

ku-gu

dry-bone

huo-kou

alive-mouth

mie-kou

kill-mouth →metonymic expressions
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-Data sources

-Filter the data

-Identify the source/target

-Identify multiple and chained metonymies

-Check against the corpus 

Methodology
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-Data sources

Chinese Metonymy Dictionary (Han 1995), around 4000 items

- mainly collected from ancient books/records (various genres)

- entrenched metonymies (entries in dictionaries)

- emphasis on old Chinese (around 95%)
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-Data sources

Chinese Metonymy Dictionary (Han 1995), around 4000 items

- mainly collected from ancient books/records (various genres)

- entrenched metonymies (entries in dictionaries)

- emphasis on old Chinese (around 95%)

-Filter the data (final 2043 metonymic expressions)

- delete the pure metaphors

e.g. 银盘 yin-pan (silver-plate), “the moon”

- delete the false ones (indubitable literal ones, ones with unreliable 

etymology, etc.)

e.g. 穹玄 qiong-xuan (vast-sky), “the sky”

Methodology
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-Identify the source/target

-metonymic source: “ornament”, “clothes”, “musical instrument”…

-metonymic target: “boat”, “woman”, “writing brush”…

Methodology
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-Identify the source/target

-metonymic source: “ornament”, “clothes”, “musical instrument”…

-metonymic target: “boat”, “woman”, “writing brush”…

-Identify multiple and chained metonymies

e.g. 轻肥 qing-fei (light-fat) for “light fur-coat and fat horse” 

“light” for “light fur-coat”

“fat” for “fat horse”

e.g. 阃 kun (door to woman’s bedroom) for “woman”

“door to woman’s bedroom” for “woman’s bedroom”

“woman’s bedroom” for “woman”

Methodology
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Results and discussion: looking at patterns

At the highest level, we do not find patterns that fall outside the 

classification of Peirsman & Geeraerts 2006.

Patterns Frequency

Attributes for Entity 408

Part for Whole 394

Location for Located 238

Individual for Countable Collection 194

Located for Location 136

Material for Object 132

Piece of Clothing for People 127

Action for Agent 121

Possessed for Possessor 92

Effect for Cause 66

…
CLAVIER, Nov.2009



Results and discussion: looking at patterns

At a lower level, we do find examples of sub-patterns that are probably

specific (or relatively specific, i.e. more salient) to the Chinese language.

Attributes for Entity

Size for 

Thing

Color for 

Thing 

Physical 

Property for 

People

Non-physical 

Property for 

People

…
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Results and discussion: looking at patterns

At a lower level, we do find examples of sub-patterns that are probably 

specific (or relatively specific, i.e. more salient) to the Chinese language.

Attributes for Entity

Size for 

Thing

Color for 

Thing 

Physical 

Property for 

People

Non-physical 

Property for 

People

…

chi-ba

1.8 Chinese foot

五嫂咏筝，儿咏尺八。

The fifth sister-in-law plays the guzheng (a traditional Chinese stringed instrument); 

the son plays the 1.8-Chinese foot.

Visit Fairyland, by Zhang Zhuo, Tang Dynasty
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Results and discussion: looking at patterns

At a lower level, we do find examples of sub-patterns that are probably 

specific (or relatively specific, i.e. more salient) to the Chinese language.

Attributes for Entity

Size for 

Thing

Color for 

Thing 

Physical 

Property for 

People

Non-physical 

Property for 

People

…

chi-ba

1.8 Chinese foot

五嫂咏筝，儿咏尺八。

The fifth sister-in-law plays the guzheng (a traditional Chinese stringed instrument); 

the son plays the 1.8-Chinese foot. 

Visit Fairyland, by Zhang Zhuo, Tang Dynasty
“end-blown flute”
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Results and discussion: looking at patterns

At a lower level, we do find examples of sub-patterns that are probably 

specific (or relatively specific, i.e. more salient) to the Chinese language.

Attributes for Entity

Size for 

Thing

Color for 

Thing 

Physical 

Property for 

People

Non-physical 

Property for 

People

…

chi-ba

1.8 Chinese foot

时军人缘 河 南岸，牵百丈... 

At that time, the soldier walked along the south bank of the river, dragging the 

hundred-Chinese foot. 

The Book of the Song Dynasty, by Shen Yue, Southern Dynasty

bai-zhang

hundred-Chinese foot
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Results and discussion: looking at patterns

At a lower level, we do find examples of sub-patterns that are probably 

specific (or relatively specific, i.e. more salient) to the Chinese language.

Attributes for Entity

Size for 

Thing

Color for 

Thing 

Physical 

Property for 

People

Non-physical 

Property for 

People

…

chi-ba

1.8 Chinese foot

时军人缘 河 南岸，牵百丈... 

At that time, the soldier walked along the south bank of the river, dragging the 

hundred-Chinese foot. 

The Book of the Song Dynasty, by Shen Yue, Southern Dynasty

“bamboo cable for dragging boats”

bai-zhang

hundred-Chinese foot
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- Looking at metonymic targets



Results and discussion: looking at targets
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e.g. Target: “Heavenly entity”

185 metonymic expressions

(the third most frequent target)

We find that some metonymical targets are probably more common in 

Chinese.



Results and discussion: looking at targets

We find that some metonymical targets are probably more common in 

Chinese.

→ “Heavenly entity” itself was a popular topic in ancient 

Chinese literary works, esp. in poetry.

→ Rich ancient Chinese mythology on the “heavenly entity”

provides plenty of motivating context for various metonymic 
expressions on the target in question.
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Results and discussion: looking at targets

Also, the specific conceptualization of the target can be culturally specific.

→ Ancient Chinese mythology

→ Opposing principle of Yin vs. Yang 

→ Five-element categorization

→ Ancient Chinese custom

→ …

CLAVIER, Nov.2009



Results and discussion: looking at targets

Also, the specific conceptualization of the target can be culturally specific.

→ Ancient Chinese mythology

Animal for Heavenly Entity

Plant for Heavenly Entity

Building for Heavenly Entity

Deity for Heavenly Entity

Toad for Moon

Hare for Moon

Crow for Sun

Cherry Bay for Moon

Palace for Moon

Goddess Chang E 

for Moon

Fairy Maidens for 

Moon

Target

“Heavenly 

entity”

(e.g. the sun 

and the moon)

CLAVIER, Nov.2009

Located 

for 

Location



Results and discussion: looking at targets

Also, the specific conceptualization of the target can be culturally specific.

→ Opposing principle of Yin vs. Yang 

yin “feminine; negative”

yang “masculine; positive”

yin moon earth night water winter …

yang sun heaven day fire summer …

e.g. Target “Heavenly entity” (pattern: Property for Heavenly Entity)

yin-li “yin calendar” → “lunar calendar”

yang-li “yang calendar”   → “solar calendar”

(Wang et al. 1997:11-13)
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Results and discussion: looking at targets

Also, the specific conceptualization of the target can be culturally specific.

→ Five-element categorization

Elements Metal Wood Water Fire Earth

Season autumn spring winter summer --

Dynasty Western Han Qin Shang Eastern Han Zhou

Musical note shang jiao yu zhi gong

Direction west east north south center

Color white blue black red Yellow

…

(Wang et al. 1997:11-13)
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Results and discussion: looking at targets

Also, the specific conceptualization of the target can be culturally specific.

→ Five-element categorization

Elements Metal Wood Water Fire Earth

Season autumn spring winter summer --

Dynasty Western Han Qin Shang Eastern Han Zhou

Musical note shang jiao yu zhi gong

Direction west east north south center

Color white blue black red Yellow

e.g. Target “autumn”

jin-feng “metal wind”  → “wind in the autumn” (pattern: Property for Entity)

shang-yin “shang music” →(“metal music” →)“music in the autumn”

(pattern: Entity for Property & Property for Entity) CLAVIER, Nov.2009



Results and discussion: looking at targets

Also, the specific conceptualization of the target can be culturally specific.

→ Ancient Chinese custom

e.g.       Target “wife” (pattern: Location for Located)

只我家相公，要讨一房侧室......

Only because my husband wants to take a side room…

Clear Words to Illustrate the World, Ming/Qing Dynasty

看来这等光景，竟不是把你当作正室了。

According to this circumstance, he does not treat you as a main room.

The Scholars, Ming/Qing Dynasty
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Results and discussion: looking at targets

Also, the specific conceptualization of the target can be culturally specific.

→ Ancient Chinese custom

e.g.       Target “wife” (pattern: Location for Located)

只我家相公，要讨一房侧室......

Only because my husband wants to take a side room…

Clear Words to Illustrate the World, Ming/Qing Dynasty

看来这等光景，竟不是把你当作正室了。

According to this circumstance, he does not treat you as a main room.

The Scholars, Ming/Qing Dynasty

concubine

legal wife
CLAVIER, Nov.2009
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Conclusions and prospects

Metonymy in Chinese exhibits culturally specific characteristics

→ at the level of specific patterns rather than at the level of global patterns

→ in the conceptualization of specific targets
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Conclusions and prospects

Metonymy in Chinese exhibits culturally specific characteristics

→ at the level of specific patterns rather than at the level of global patterns

→ in the conceptualization of specific targets

Prospects: A confrontation with corpus materials

- “culture” is not stable.

- two possible sources of variation, viz.

→ the stylistic dimension: metonymies in actual discourse

→ the historical and lectal dimension: metonymies in different periods
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Conclusions and prospects

→ the stylistic dimension: metonymies in actual discourse (e.g. 

poetry, fiction, drama, analects, etc.)

e.g.  Poetry (semantic parallel, rhythm, level and oblique tone...)

? ? 间 ? ?，露蕊烟丛，花开花落昔年同。

Waves Washing the Sand, by Yan Jidao, Song Dynasty

There is “grass” between “flowers”; flowers blossom and flowers fall, the 

same as last years.
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Conclusions and prospects

→ the stylistic dimension: metonymies in actual discourse (e.g. 

poetry, fiction, drama, analects, etc.)

e.g.  Poetry (semantic parallel, rhythm, level and oblique tone...)

小绿间长红，露蕊烟丛，花开花落昔年同。

Little green between big red, flowers blossom and flowers fall, the same 

as last years.

Waves Washing the Sand, by Yan Jidao, Song Dynasty

There is “grass” between “flowers”; flowers blossom and flowers fall, the 

same as last years.
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Conclusions and prospects

→ the historical and lectal dimension: metonymies in different 

periods

A historical Chinese corpus: the Ancient Chinese Corpus 

- developed by the Center for Chinese Linguistics of Peking University since 2003

- has a size of around 20 million Chinese characters

- covers 15 chronological periods (from 11th century BC to the early 20th century)

- includes 15 genres (e.g. poetry, fiction, drama, analects, etc.)
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For more information:

http://wwwling.arts.kuleuven.be/qlvl

weiwei.zhang@arts.kuleuven.be
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